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• Definition of PM1 , PM2.5 and PM10 modes
• Definition of Ultrafine modes (Nucleation and Aitken)
• Equations needed to calculate PMx
• Parameters for log-normal modes from literature
• How PM1 values relate to PM2.5 values 
• Conclusions
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Background
• Particulate Matter (PM) in occupied environments raises concerns because 
of heavy pollution in many cities and the time spent by people indoors
• Air conditioning systems with mechanical ventilation and air cleaning 
capabilities can be effective tools to control PM concentration indoors
• To predict indoor PM concentration simplifications (time averages) and data 
needed (size distributions, mode parameters,  indoor generation)
• Air filter PM impact can be calculated  by new EN ISO 16890 standard
• ISO 16890 filter efficiency data stops at 300 nm, neglecting the nanoparticle 
size range (calculation steps applicable to any size range)
• New EN ISO 21083 will address filter media efficiency down to 3 nm
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Background
• Filter media efficiency not enough
• Calculations also need mode parameters (geometric mean diameter (d50), 
standard deviation (σg) and peak height (number, mass/m
3) for all modes
• PM1 data usually not available but it provides no information about ultrafine 
particles (cut size = 1000 nm)
• PM2.5 data (available and/or measurable) can be used to get PM1 data
• Two more modes observed:
nucleation:    d50 = 15 to 80 nm;  ρ  1000 kg/m
3
Aitken:  d50 =  70 to 200 nm;  ρ  1500 kg/m
3
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Basic ventilation system with recirculation
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• QOA + QR = QS QRet = QS ± QL QEx = QRet – QR     
• 3 equations , 6 unknowns, more information needed
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Core PMx concentration calculations








(2)    P(d) = ∑ yi ∙ f (d, σgi , d50i)       (3)   d =  (d2 + d1)
0.5
(4)   N = P(d) ∙ (ln d2 - ln d1)
(5)   Δm(d) = ρm ∙ π d
3/6 ∙ P(d) ∙ (ln d2 - ln d1)∙(1-E(d))
(6)   PMX = ∑ ρm ∙ π d
3/6 ∙ P(d)(ln d2 - ln d1)(1-E(d)) ∙Pin(d)
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ISO PMX efficiencies using ISO 16890-1 
standard distribution
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Definition of the PM2.5/PM10 monitors (1/2)
CFR – the Code of Federal 
Regulations – is a daily 
publication from Washington 
giving official forms of US 
Federal regulations
This drawing of the combined 
PM10 and PM2.5 monitors is 
part of the US official 
definition of those two 
samplers
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Penetration curve for a real 
size-selective inlet for a PM2.5 sampler
Source: Peters et al, Aerosol Science & 
Technology, 34: 389-397, 2001)
Diameter range:  0 – 3.254 µm
Mathematical expression proposed to 
simulate its behavior
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% Pin = 100 – 52.453(1 + tanh(2.08(0.991d – 2.5)))
10
For PM1 inlet (a cyclone)
• % Pin = 100 - 50.0(1.0 + tanh(d – 1.0))
• Range for diameter d is 0 – 1.7 µm   
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PM concentrations and PM1/PM2.5 ratios








P1 urban, Vienna Austria year    365 14.9 18.9 26.5 0.873
P1 urban, Vienna Austria year    365 14.7 18.8 29.1 0.782
P1 suburban, Vienna Austria year    365 17.5 21.1 31.0 0.829
P2 urban, Athens Greece year    365 18.5 23.7 51.3 0.781
P2 urban, Athens Greece year    365 20.1 29.3 52.2 0.686
P2 university in hills near sea, Crete year    365 10.3 17.9 32.5 0.575
P4 urban, Taipei, Taiwan China spring  91 14.0 20.2 35.1 0.693
P4 urban, Taipei, Taiwan China winter 90 9.7 12.7 26.4 0.764
P4 urban, Taipei, Taiwan China spring  91 19.2 29.9 51.3 0.642
P4 urban, Taipei, Taiwan China autumn 92 29.5 34.4 46.0 0.858
P5 urban, Xi’an China year    365 127.3 182.2* - 0.699
P6 urban, arid, Phoenix Arizona USA spring   91 4.4 18.4 25.8 0.239
P6 urban, arid, Phoenix Arizona USA summer 92 5.9 8.4 81.6 0.702
P6 urban, arid, Phoenix Arizona USA autumn 92 9.9 14.2 57.8 0.697
P7 urban rooftop, Chengdu China spring  91 49 56 76 0.875
P7 urban rooftop, Chengdu China summer 92 40 43 49 0.930
P7 urban rooftop, Chengdu China autumn 92 54 56 60 0.964
P7 urban rooftop, Chengdu China winter 90 76 83 92 0.916
P8     urban rooftop, normal year, Delhi winter 90 204 236 338 0.864
P8 urban rooftop, normal year, Delhi summer 90 43 69 178 0.623
P8 urban, monsoon season, Delhi Aug./Sept  61 37 54 132 0.685
P8 urban rooftop, post-monsoon, Delhi Oct./Nov  61 337 389 548 0.866
P9 urban, highway traffic, Barcelona July/Nov 150 17 25 38 0.680
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Ultrafine particle modes
• PM1 sampler can’t separate these peaks
• It sees particles below 650 nm as one pile
• Data gathered in the Arctic shows distinct modes with d50 below 100 nm    
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Particle mass, surface, or  numbers … what a 
tremendous difference
The ultrafine mode vanishes from the volume plot
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Parameters for “nanometer” modes
found in aerosol literature
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Particle Distribution Parameters:
Accumulation and Coarse Modes
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Conclusions
• Reasonable models of outdoor particle concentrations and particle-size 
distributions can be constructed by the use of multiple log-normal particle 
modes
• Academic papers and government agencies provide the parameters to 
quantify these modes for many locales around the world
• Test data for the efficiency of filters for low nanometer sizes will be 
available soon
• Weak or missing items in these calculation procedures are the realistic 
simulation of filter loading with dust; the characteristics of dust generated 
indoors;  convenient applications to do the calculations
• To make good use of parameters describing the nanometer mode, 
cognizant authorities should provide PM concentration limits as number 
concentration, not as mass concentration
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Thank you for your attention!
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